Seasoned Gr ace
Twenty more inches of snow
I think
I cannot possibly
go forward
The proud, ridiculous bird
sits atop the dune of snow
I creep precariously
across the pavement beach
Is it safe to go?
I inch forward
my neck a crane
of tension, hesitation
But, whizzing by, a car
I stop miraculously
my heart
a pulsing beat of fear, throbbing
I do not see the squirrel
scamper to safety
beyond my car wheel’s tread

It is tree burning day
West Beach
a summer frolic paradise
now burdened
with a bonfire’s worth
of spent Christmas trees
at the heaping snow encrusted tides’
edge

We leave the fire
remnants
My daughter and I
trek boldly forward
the darkness envelopes us
a luxurious cloak
The looming beach in winter
takes us home

The summer people
now huddled by a booming,
crackling, wonderful
fire
cumbersome in coats heavy,
gloves, hats drawn tight

We are silent
The waves leave mirrored sand
our footprints a welcome
pattern of life

We all delight
in the dancing flames
Taunting our imagination
of sand castles,
the beckoning waves
blazen sun of summer
kissing, caressing
the bare skin

Together we gaze longingly
stars above bright
with arctic blast
close enough to grasp
We are infinitely small
insignificant
but, our breath is one with this
vast universe

We cherish
this dormant time of winter
for in the cold
lies these possibilities
close warmth, connection,
amazing love and awe
Quiet in our thoughts
that comfortable space
a gentle reminder
we are one
The path
illuminated by glitter moonlight,
Snow awash with temptress delight
we can see our footprints
together, intertwined
gratitude envelopes my soul
God has tasked me
to claim delight
in daughters and
New England snow
by Martha Brandt
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